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In everyone there sleeps
A sense of life lived according to love.
To some it means the difference they could make
By loving others, but across most it sweeps,
As all they might have done had they been loved.

          —Philip Larkin, “Faith Healing”
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Foreword

In Jacob M. Appel’s The Cynic in Extremis, the inevitability of 
mortality and the capriciousness of its unfolding linger beneath 
clever, wry, and ultimately mournful lines. In a piece recalling 
the second wedding of a sister, Appel’s speaker muses that at the 
proceedings “Nothing is said of angelic schemes/ of destiny bound 
at ensoulment./ No word of who will die first” (15-17). In another, 
as a neighborhood processes a local murder-suicide, the “. . . men 
shudder with their own worst thoughts . . . a grip to the throat, a 
vision/ of their lurking cataclysmic potential” (21-24). The crypt-
keeper remains ever-present.

From this masterful collection arises the sense that, with the 
end so woefully unpredictable and fate so fickle-hearted, to waste 
any moment amounts to a sin. That may be why Appel’s speakers 
and characters often toil in nostalgia, bemoaning missed chances 
and misguided choices. Quirky characters, often full of longing and 
regret, pepper Appel’s work, like the uncle so cynical he “steered 
clear of con games like synagogue/ And life insurance” (4-5) and 
his compassionate opposite, the pigeon-feeding, environment-
destroying Mrs. Z. These characters seem to fail to leave a mark on 
the world, beyond the poet’s eye.

In “On the Sudden Death of a Beloved Acquaintance,” Appel’s 
speaker laments:
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. . . Yet unearned grief
Pools like blood in my throat. So much life
Squandered on lukewarm associations:
The tonsured clerk in the post office,
Our shank-eyed receptionist, Uncle Saul.
They vanish and the space fills quickly.
How few leave a lasting hole in the ether. (20-26)

Appel’s speakers, repeatedly outsiders or observers, tend to find 
themselves in the torturous position of a Cassandra, hyper-attuned 
to the reality that life is fleeting and often ends in confounding 
circumstances. Yet Appel’s speakers are not only observers. They, 
too, fall prey to human folly and find themselves pondering choices 
made or unmade, actions taken or not.

“Summer Camp Socials” recalls a childhood dance in which the 
speaker stood to the sides “like a dunce” (15), only to pass up the 
chance to dance with another outcast (a balding girl, the target of 
mockery) like himself, one whose “laughter/ carried across the sultry 
ether” (22-23). He fantasizes of an alternate past, telling the reader, 
“This girl stars in the revision of my life” (24). But this collection 
consistently affirms that life is too short for such revisions.

Of another love interest, a deceased first crush, killed in a fire, 
Appel writes:

I will reach for her in the darkness
Like a boyhood treasure lost behind a sofa,
Irretrievable, forever inches beyond my fingertips. (21-23)

Here the reader encounters another elegy for a lost chance, for 
a life that will soon be forgotten.

Crucially, throughout these pieces, a particular chorus of ghosts 
arises, one that suggests the ancestral beginnings of this familiarity 
with life’s fragility.

“1939” begins as straightforwardly as it ends: the first line 
reads, “In the courtyard of the yeshiva at Lemberg .  .  .” (1) and 
continues on to paint, in vivid detail, a typical day in the community. 
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The piece concludes by describing two brothers carrying a tailor’s 
dummy together, “Separated only by the beech mannequin/ And 
the nine months that will determine/ Who walks right and who 
walks left” (29-31). In a similar vein, the haunting “Precipitation” 
recalls when “human ash rained across Prussia’s heartland” (3) and 
housewives crossed themselves as children caught “snowflakes on 
their tongues” (15).

Only a generation or two removed from this chaos and cruelty, 
the “cynic” in the title of Appel’s collection could only be considered 
quite reasonable. Life can be snuffed out for anyone at any time, a 
cosmic joke told by a random universe. And yet, in Appel’s work, 
humor and love live in the punch line. Cynicism does not preclude 
beauty. It neither stymies the pursuit of connection nor stifles 
a laugh. If anything, our ephemeral nature only enhances our 
humanity. One can always find delight in the alluring laughter of 
the irresistible balding girl or in Mrs. Z’s unwise but well-meaning 
feeding of the pigeons, her “. . . sweeping gesture,/ Of unyielding 
kindness/ That might obliterate the earth” ( 22-24).

In “Yet,” Appel writes: “.  .  . Temperatures rise./ Foundations 
Crumble. Nations too . . .” (4-5), concluding this weary summation of 
humanity with “Maggots feed on the flesh/ Of schoolgirls. And yet 
I love you still” (15-16). The world crumbles. It burns. Nonetheless, 
here in the reader’s very hands, poetry exists. Here lives the word, 
exquisitely utilized, allowing the story of the fickle world to be told.

Brigit Young

Brooklyn, New York
January 9, 2018
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Visiting Alumnus

“I once sat in those very chairs,” I say,
“Like you,” which isn’t strictly true,
As I was a rather restive, twitchy scamp
And those low-slung tube steel seats
Must be in their umpteenth incarnation.
But I do recall assembling for visitant
Grandees—a lieutenant governor’s aide;
Some under-sung chalk-cheeked fellow
Who’d given his prime and his surname
To novel methods for extracting bauxite.
How the faculty fussed for those men.

Now I have joined their ranks.
All of my own grade school teachers
Dead, or nearly so: Pretty Miss Teal
And plain Miss Kelly and Doc Horton,
Fifth grade, who dressed as Captain Kidd
Each Halloween and later drowned.
Never again will Mrs. Serspinski trap
“A rat” in “separate.” How could she?
She’d be well past one hundred.
I had not even realized until now. . . .

And all of those embryonic faces,
As yet untainted: What’s to be shared?
Nothing, of course. Or nothing I dare
Divulge: The fleeting ways of goldfish,
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Of parents. That all doors exit. Doubts
Festering, awaiting a stubborn, spiteful
Flame that always sparks too late.
Color inside the lines or out.
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Summer Camp Socials

We journeyed by decommissioned school bus
To all-girls camps wedged into lakefront
Berkshire notches, most now defunct,
Where Scarsdale bankers sent their daughters
To weave lanyards. Wire poked through
Gashes in the vinyl seats. A toxic residue
Of antiperspirant choked the twilight.

In the makeshift ballrooms—
Gymnasiums, mood-lit refectories,
A converted hay-barn painted mauve—
Slender thighs flashed through clouds
Of Malibu musk. Boys breathed Binaca
Like fire, savored the first fruity tang of
Maybelline kissing potion.

I hugged the corners like a dunce.

At one camp, there was a bald girl—
Pale, lanky, not unpretty—but without
So much as an eyebrow, her pregnant
White scalp latticed with veins. On the bus,
Guys called her Kojak, snotted about parts
She didn’t need to shave. Nobody ever
Asked her to dance, yet her laughter
Carried across the sultry ether.
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This girl stars in the revision of my life.
I stride across the dance floor on fumes of
Bravado, let her faint waist melt into my
Trembling fingertips. She ripples with joy,
But not surprise, because she has known
I am coming, because she’s been waiting.

In my unrevised life, she is still waiting.
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Touring Greenwich Village
 
Spouses of dentists—wives and one husband—and
Only me to guide them. The dentists are in an
Air-conditioned ballroom near midtown, absorbing
The latest advances in articulating paper. I’d expected
The wives—and one husband—to have better teeth.
I had never given consideration to the spouses of dentists,
Which is likely why I agreed to lead this tour.
 
Walking backward on a summer day is hell on the calves.
Willa Cather lived here, I say. Sara Teasdale died there.
Dental spouses nod politely, displaying chipped canines.
I might add: This is where a poet whose name you wouldn’t
Recognize wrote about a bridge I could easily sell you.
 
Next I might say: This is the spot where Hannibal
Led his elephants across the Alps, and over there,
Beyond that bus stop, hunchbacked Richard III,
Who may not actually have been hunchbacked,
Fell to Henry Tudor. And there—yes, right where
You’re all standing, brave Pheidippides, proclaimed
The Athenian victory over Persia before collapsing
Fatally onto the asphalt.
 
At this moment, you spouses of dentists, I feel
Drained as Pheidippides, his marathon complete.
Only that man saved civilization, while I stand
On blistered feet, watching you gawp at me,
With your poor occlusion, your ashy crowns,
Knowing we are leagues beyond rescue.
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Concurrences

In the infusion suite
Of this storied hospital,
Which will be scrapped
For condos, I spot
My third grade teacher,
Who will soon be dead.

Carved hollow, yet still
Spring in her smile:
How easily she salved
A bee sting, poultice
Scrapes, found magic
In the dull reiterations
Of childhood.

You will not remember—
Yet she does: down to
That sailor’s bucket cap,
The unmatched socks.
Her eyes graze approval
Over my stethoscope.

I have a boy in third
Grade now. Hard to
Believe. While we’re
Here, he’s studying
Fractions and decimals.
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Yes, she says, sprightly,
As though of strangers,
And while I drilled your
Fractions, someone’s
Teacher stared up at this
Very ceiling, poison
Flowing through her veins.
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Below Fragile Skies

The doomed façade bides unnoticed,
Fractured brickwork dumb,
Gargoyles lurking.

On the sidewalk, tenants buzz and flutter:
Mrs. Pastarnack, who will lose a son in Korea,
Dr. Epps, who will lose an eye to lymphoma,
Skull, our toothless, round-backed super,
Who carries loss like a bowl of stew.
I watch from the bay window.

After midday, threats of the deluge.
Wrappers swirl around trash cans;
A crisp, harried breeze chills the nape
Of Old Rabbi Sellers, soon to remarry.
                                                      Then rain.

Gladys Krim skirts the corner,
Oblivious to the rumbling eaves,
Shielding her schoolbooks under her angora—
Doting, homely, mouse-eared Gladys,
Who was to be a neonatal nurse in Pittsburgh,
A godsend to gasping infants—and to raise
Three healthy boys of her own.
She has forgotten her umbrella.

I think often of those children, adults now,
Wondering where they are,
As I hug the curb while I walk.


